Bristolite® Fiberlite Construction

- Guaranteed Not to Leak
- Does Not Rely on Gaskets or Weepholes
- Eliminates Costly Call Backs
- 10 Year Leakproof Guarantee
- Meets Federal OSHA and Cal OSHA Fall Protection Load Criteria
- Available in Single or Double Dome

Typical Two Piece Skylight Construction
(has potential for leaking)
Unique Leakage Protection Is A Standard Feature For The Bristolite Fiberlite Industrial Skylight

- The Fiberlite Skylight is engineered to prevent leakage.
- The Fiberlite Skylight is designed as a robust one-piece completely molded skylight that eliminates gaskets and weep holes which can, over time, break down and clog causing leaks to occur.
- The Fiberlite Skylight has a 10 Year Leakproof warranty.

Standard Features Of The Fiberlite Industrial Skylight Also Include:

- **Fall Protection** Has been tested to current Federal and Cal OSHA Regulations for Fall Protection Systems Criteria and Practices*
- **High Wind Resistance** Can withstand high wind conditions in excess of 90 miles an hour.
- **Light Distribution** More unique light distribution than comparable skylights glazed with other standard materials.
- **Filters** More than 90% of damaging U.V. Rays
- **Impact Resistant** Offers very strong resistance to hail storms and flying debris
- **Fire Rating** Materials are self-extinguishing Approved Plastic Rating CC-1

*Fall Protection Testing has been performed on the 4x8 domes.

For additional technical information or to order Bristolite Skylights contact Bristol Fiberlite® Industries, Inc. for your specific needs.